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Abstract 
 
 
Machined Product Failure Detection and Technique for Automation of 
Instantaneous Performance Optimization 
 
 
John D. Gunn 
 Faculty Advisor: B. C. Chang, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
Many difficulties in metal machining arise from the precision required by the 
customer, as well as the exactness necessary for a successful cut to take place. 
This takes time, effort and money to adjust unique machine tool parameters 
by a trained professional. This thesis attempts to develop a method for 
analytically determining the causes for manufacturing process failure during 
the manufacturing process. It also applies control system theory to 
autonomously hone in on optimal parameters which would produce a 
desired end product. The thesis will present a MatLab® code format which 
could be used to optimize generic system parameters on any instantaneous 
system. It will be seen that utilizing these methods, it is possible to improve 
the quality of any final product. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
 
Since the dawn of the computer age, people have been working to 
automate tasks, make things easier and simpler, and eliminate as many 
unnecessary parts as possible using computer technology. With the advance 
of technology, the ability to automate more tasks becomes possible. Control 
theory is one particular field which has grown to automate countless tasks 
and will be used in this thesis to attempt to replace skilled technicians and 
engineers. 
Machining has become an exceptionally precise process [2]. It requires 
multiple very sensitive steps to complete a successfully machined product. It 
will be assumed for the purposes of this paper that the dimensions of the 
desired product and tools are known and accounted for. Therefore, any error 
or failure is due to incorrect implementation or utilization of the machining 
equipment. An end mill will be the subject of application for the recognition 
of machining failure. First and foremost, several motor speeds are important 
factor in successful machining. The rotational speed of the cutting tool 
measured typically in revolutions per minute (RPM) is an important factor. 
The velocity at which the tool impacts and passes through the material is also 
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important. Failure and possible tool and product damage will result if the 
ratio of these two speeds is in incorrect proportion. 
Secondly, the heat created from the cutting process affects the quality of 
the final product as well as the rate of tool wearing. The greater the heat of 
the cutting process, the greater the risk of failure [4]. However, heat 
generation is inherent in the machining process, and inevitable. This indicates 
a need for appropriate coolant choice as well as application [3]. Typically, 
coolant flows onto the tool during the machining process at a certain 
controlled rate. This rate could be altered to maintain a constant temperature 
if constant tool temperature feedback were available. 
A constant force applied to the tool in order to maintain all desired tool 
velocities. During this process, the impact of the tool blades on the surface of 
the material being machined cause vibration of the tool itself [6]. This 
frequency of vibration, along with other variables, is dependent on the size of 
the object being machined as well as its material. There is a larger energy 
necessary to machine a harder substance at the same rate. Increasing the 
velocities of the machining parameters will increase the shear forces on the 
tool as well as the part.  
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1.2 Objective 
 
The objective of this thesis is to provide a method for determining 
imminent failure of a machining process, where the machining tool or the 
part may be damaged or of undesirable quality. This thesis also attempts to 
take an instantaneous system and apply PID control to it in order to achieve a 
desired response and system model quickly. The implementation methods 
can be used in many applications, with slight alterations to the algorithm. 
This guarantees that the algorithm is both simple and robust. 
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Chapter 2.  Machining Failure Recognition 
2.1 Acceptable Parameter Usage 
 
It is safe to assume that an appropriate tool traverse velocity is being 
implemented. By assuming this the remainder of the variables that can affect 
product quality can be focused upon to try and determine whether this 
product that is currently being machined, is failing or will fail. If this is 
possible, then steps may be taken while machining to correct for this error 
and possibly alter the resulting machining process such that it is successful.  
The tool rotational velocity variable can effectively change the surface 
finish of the machined product in its least critical application. However, too 
small a rotational velocity specification will produce a failed product since it 
will produce intense forces on the tool and work piece and can potentially 
damage the machining tool. For the purpose of this thesis, it is assumed that a 
rotational velocity value is used which will allow successful machining to 
take place. 
The velocities of machining the part are specified as variables to the 
machining process, and they remain constant throughout the machining 
process unless otherwise specified. This is to ensure consistent cutting of the 
part. Therefore, even if we could measure feedback from the force on the tool, 
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it theoretically should remain constant at all times regardless of the present 
position within the work piece. 
 
Figure 1 – Illustration of run-time machining 
 
While this could potentially be altered via the tool speeds to correct for a 
failing process, it does not have the capacity to determine whether it is failing 
or not. The forces and torques applied to the tool head to maintain the 
specified velocities are illustrated in figure 1. 
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2.2 Vibrational Analysis 
 
For determining failure, another physical phenomenon is used: vibration. 
The vibrations created by the end effecter on the work piece are a function of 
the material hardness, the rotational velocity and the translational velocity, 
which are all constants. Therefore this frequency should be a constant for 
each set of parameters during the machining of the part. However, this 
frequency can change with the addition or subtraction of mass, and with 
external force application. It is expected then, that given a constant input, we 
will incur at maximum two separate frequencies of vibration during the 
machining process in the lateral direction applied to the machining tool.  
The first should be the frequency of vibration of the end effecter free in air. 
The second should be the frequency of the end effecter while force is being 
applied to the tool to maintain velocity specification during the machining 
process, where the tool is cutting into the work piece. If one could accurately 
and timely measure the movements of the end effecter, the frequencies of 
vibration could be extracted. This frequency signal can be used to evaluate 
the current state of machining. For this, a laser Doppler vibrometer can be 
implemented internally to the end mill machine [1]. Therefore, for the 
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purposes of this thesis, it will be assumed that such a signal exists, and is 
available. 
The signal should go through the same transitions as the theoretical 
frequencies of our end effecter. From this signal, it can then be assessed 
whether these transitions occurred, and whether other transitions are 
occurring. If the expected transitions do not occur, it is likely that the result of 
the machining process is a failure. From this result, we can attempt to make 
adjustments to the machine that will help to prevent a failed product output. 
An example of such a two stage milling vibrational signal can be found in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 – Frequency feedback signal for machining failure analysis 
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2.3 Signal Manipulation 
 
To extract the vibrational frequencies from the aforementioned signal, it is 
possible to calculate the base harmonics of the signal as 
)(SignalMeanSignalData −=    (1) 
 
 
fft(Data)Harmonics =     (2) 
    
 
Where fft describes the function Fourier Transform. The magnitude of the 
harmonics values can then be plotted versus time or signal length, yielding 
the raw harmonic response of the machining process (Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3 – Fourier transform of input feedback signal 
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It can be observed that this harmonic signal has explicit peaks, indicating a 
repetitive harmonic found. These are distinguished as the separate harmonic 
frequencies found during the milling process. This resulting signal has 
significant noise present, as should most Fourier Transforms of physical 
systems observed with sensors. To reduce this noise, the Gaussian Smoothing 
function is defined and used as: 
SignalHarmonickp _)( =     (3) 
∑
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Where σ is the standard deviation that represents the width of the smoother. 
This value is chosen based on the desired smoothness. After slight filtering 
using the Gaussian smoothing method, the signal becomes: 
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Figure 4 – Gaussian smoother function implemented on harmonic signal 
 
To which significant improvement can be observed. If after smoothing is 
applied, peak detection is desired then a valley detection kernel can be 
implemented as defined by: 
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Where P can be chosen as an integer mask value, such that 2P points will be 
analyzed collectively. K0 and ζ are adjusta ble va lues a s well, depending on 
the desired signal shape. Typically, ζ ∈ [0.1 − 2] and k 0 ∈ [1 − 3] . The 
detection signal is applied in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5 – Valley detection algorithm implemented on Gaussian smoothed 
histogram 
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It can be observed from this plot, that where the detection signal crosses zero 
with a positive slope, that particular point is a maximum, and where it 
crosses zero with a negative slope, the corresponding point is a minimum. 
There is still noticeable noise in the latter signal, so a stronger Gaussian filter 
may be desired. 
The local maximums found using the detection signal correspond to the 
harmonic values found during the machining process. Evaluating this during 
the machining process gives information as to whether the frequencies are 
changing, and therefore whether the part is being successfully cut. The 
frequencies should be compared to a set of baseline data, which corresponds 
to an ideal milling process. Using this information, the rotational or 
translational speeds may be altered to correct for the error in the measured 
frequency.  
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Chapter 3. Control Theory Application 
3.1 The Instantaneous Plant 
 
The end mill itself is not controlled by the user directly. Instead, the user 
may specify a variable used in the process described in Chapter 1. This is a 
parameter specification that can be used in the creation of the next 
consecutive part. It will be assumed that these parameters cannot be changed 
during the machining of a single part, only in between parts. Since these 
parameters are the only control that is present to alter the system, they are the 
variables which this thesis attempts to optimize. By optimizing the parameter 
specification, we can thereby optimize the shape and quality of the machined 
part that is produced. These parameters must be varied in discrete time, and 
only before the machining process begins, therefore we cannot model the 
system as time dependent.  
Instead, we can model the plant (the end mill machine) as an 
instantaneous system. If an instantaneous system is assumed, then any 
particular set of parameters will produce a unique output, thus eliminating 
the need for control at all, as depicted by Figure 6.  
 
Figure 6 – Basic instantaneous plant depiction in block diagram 
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However, the relationship between each parameter and its alteration of the 
machined part must be generated. For example, for a given material, a change 
in the rotational velocity parameter will typically alter the surface finish. 
Alternatively, if the ‘cut width’ parameter is increase, the size of the cut will 
increase linearly. This is similar to all instantaneous systems. However, not all 
instantaneous systems can be described by such a simple equation. For 
example, the relationship between the quantity of fuel injected into a 
turboprop jet engine and the thrust output of the engine may be described by 
a multiple degree polynomial. Therefore, for the remainder of this thesis, a 
generic instantaneous system will be referred to. The plant referred to in 
figure 6 can be written as: 
bInputaOutput +⋅=     (8) 
 
Where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are empirically derived constants, for a particular system. 
This is usually a time consuming process and requires much data acquisition.  
It is not worthwhile to model and attempt to apply control theory to an 
instantaneous system, since it is simply a linear, non-differential equation that 
must be generated and solved (Eqn. 8). However, if the equation has not yet 
been generated, it can automatically be done by generating a design of 
experiment (DOE), and implementing it. This DOE would hold all parameters 
constant except for one at a time, and analyze the singled out parameter’s 
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effect on the system. A line can be fitted to these data points relating each 
separate parameter to any important criteria. If this fitted line is better than or 
equal to a pre-determined R-squared best fit value, then it is determined to be 
a real relationship, and the resulting equation can be used in optimal 
parameter determination.  
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3.2 Introduction of Controller 
 
It is possible to model the instantaneous system error, and alter the 
parameters accordingly using control system theory. This automation 
assumes that the system has or can have feedback of the system output. If not, 
the generated system output will still be required as user input. By using 
iteration step instead of time step, the error of the instantaneous system as a 
function of iteration step can be modeled as a differential system and the 
parameters that are input into the system can be varied using a controller as 
depicted in figure 7. 
 
Figure 7 – System with basic controller implemented in block diagram 
 
Where the plant remains the same as Eqn. 8, but now is a function of the 
output from the controller. The input to the controller is now the system 
error, which is described below. 
)_( OutputControllerfPlant =      (9) 
 
OutputSystemInputUserErrorSystem ___ −=   (10) 
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Using such a controller will allow the user to now input a direct desired 
output, and the controller will force the error to zero, such that the user input 
is equivalent to the system output. However, since the model of the entire 
system cannot be known initially, a unique optimal controller cannot be 
obtained prior to empirical data collection and analysis. In fact, it is the model 
of the complete system we are attempting to generate using the parameter 
variation from the controller. With this complete model, the instantaneous 
system will be entirely controlled, and any desired output can be 
immediately acquired. At this point, the controller is unnecessary since the 
desired output can be reached in a single iteration step. The control algorithm 
must be able to recognize this, so that it does not take control of the optimal 
process during instances when it is unnecessary. 
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3.3 Adaptive PID Controller Design 
 
Because the plant is unknown and an exact controller cannot be initially 
implemented, a basic PID (proportional, integral, derivative) controller will 
be applied. The simplicity of the PID controller will allow us to optimize the 
system to a desired state without knowing the plant model explicitly. 
However, a PID controller by definition is not an optimal controller [5]. Its 
gains must be changed to provide acceptable performance of the controlled 
system. This application is no different. Each gain must be altered to fit the 
current process. The algorithm proposed in this paper attempts to automate 
the gain selecting process. This in turn means that any PID gains may be 
chosen at first, resulting in a highly robust controller. This controller and 
resulting system model is illustrated in figure 8.  
 
Figure 8 – Breakdown of PID controller signal manipulations in block diagram 
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This controller design results in the input to the plant ε being altered 
internally, depending proportionally on the error by the proportional gain 
Kp. The derivative gain’s purpose is to reduce overshoot, as a typical PID 
controller [5]. The system variables are defined as: 
yuEp −=         (11) 
EpEd ∆=        (12) 
( ) KdEdKpEpkk ⋅+⋅+=+ )(1 εε      (13) 
 
Because of the Ep term, the system will always drive toward the desired 
value, so long as the gain values are adjusted properly. The instantaneous 
system has become a first order differentially controllable discrete system. 
The desired response for a differential controlled system can be expressed 
as a list of response features appropriate for the specific control application. 
For instance, a quick rise time or negligible overshoot may be desired. 
Alternatively, overshoot may be acceptable but steady state error is 
problematic [5]. The optimal PID control gain scheme is directly dependent 
on its application. The response curve generated from this control scheme can 
always be fitted to an approximate equation.  However, without bounding 
the set of possible curve shapes, automation of this task becomes difficult. An 
optimal shape for the response curve must therefore be determined prior to 
implementation of the algorithm on a process. 
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This is not difficult, because the optimal response of any system would be 
to move as quickly as possible to a desired value and instantaneously stop at 
the desired point. Typically this is not a possible task since a deterministic 
differential system does not have such capabilities. It is for this very reason 
control theory is implemented and applied to the system. The particular set of 
systems being studied in this paper, however, have attributes of both an 
instantaneous system and a differential system. The PID controller works as 
the differential portion of the system and the plant, which is inherently 
instantaneous, acts as such. Once the control algorithm finds the appropriate 
gains to stabilize the error response curve, the process can be halted, and 
those gains extracted. Upon implementation of those particular gains at any 
later time, the system will theoretically respond with zero error most 
efficiently. 
It is therefore possible for a system such as the one being studied to be 
driven to zero error in a single iteration step if the correct PID gains 
implemented in the control algorithm are correct. This is highly improbable. 
As previously discussed, each implementation will be slightly different, and 
will create a difference in the exact PID gain values. It should therefore be 
assumed that the correct PID gain values are not known initially. If this is 
22 
 
 
assumed, then a suboptimal error response curve that is deemed acceptable 
must be determined. For the purposes of this paper, a curve as defined by: 
( )bxaeCy +⋅= 1      (14) 
 
Where C simply scales the equation to the current application, a scales the 
effect of the exponential, and b is negative and typically less than or equal to -1. 
The variable b is the variable which most prominently determines the shape 
difference of the curves. Any negative value for b will result in an 
approximate zero error as x approaches infinity, with x being iteration step or 
time. An example of this desired response can be seen in Figure 9, where zero 
error is assumed to be 1.  
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Figure 9 – Basic desired response curve (no overshoot, quick rise time) 
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3.4 On-Line Curve Fitting Implementation 
 
Assuming we can integrate desired signals into the MatLab workspace, 
curve fitting an error response can be done using MatLab’s curve fitting 
toolbox. Setup of the automated curve fit consists of the specification of the 
aforementioned generalized equation. Once a curve fit is possible and 
implemented, a criteria of 0.9 for an ‘R squared’ fit value must be obtained to 
declare a successful fit. This automated fitting tool should be implemented at 
appropriate locations in the algorithm during run-time. It is important to 
check for a successful curve fit after each applicable iteration step, to 
guarantee the shortest computation time for the algorithm. However, it is 
impossible for the curve to meet the desired shape requirements (14) unless 
the chosen gains are correct during the first iteration step. Again, this is 
highly improbable. Therefore, the curve fit can only be done on data points 
corresponding to PID gains which alter the system error desirably. For 
example, in Figure 10, the first few data points may be fitted to an 
approximate curve successfully; however, the resulting equation will not 
successfully predict the following response with any accuracy. It is important, 
then, for the algorithm to recognize when the data can be used for prediction. 
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Figure 10 – Instantaneous system response from input parameter variation 
upon implementation of control algorithm 
 
Desirable criteria can be defined as both moving towards zero error at a 
minimal speed, and no overshoot so that the curve can be fitted to the 
characteristic equation (Eqn. 14). The minimal speed is essentially application 
specific, and can be arbitrarily defined from zero to 100% of the error if 
desired. It is simply implemented to ensure that the algorithm does not take 
an exceptionally long time to complete, and assists the data points to fit the 
characteristic equation more effectively. However, the curve fit will not be 
applied to any values which do not satisfy these criteria, so setting the 
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minimal speed value too high will cause the curve fit to never be utilized. The 
curve fitting, however, is not necessary to achieve zero steady state error. The 
PID gains will continue to update and drive the error closer to zero regardless 
of the curve fitting option. 
If a polynomial fit is used instead, a successful data curve fit is possible. 
However, such a fit does not accurately predict the system we are attempting 
to control in this paper. This is demonstrated in Figure 11. 
X 
 
1 
Y 
 
1.473 
2 1.097 
3 0.9876 
4 0.8892 
Table 1 – Curve data corresponding to Figure 11 
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Figure 11 – Successful but incorrect curve fit applied to gathered data points 
 
This data produces a perfect third order polynomial curve fit. However, were 
it extrapolated further, would diverge instead of converge on a steady state 
value, being the desired Y value. 
The purpose of the curve fit is to increase the speed of utilization of the 
presented algorithm. Since we are working with an instantaneous plant, any 
given input will produce a single output in one iteration step. This is not 
dependent on time, or input frequency. Therefore, once the plant can be 
conclusively defined, the control system is no longer necessary. It can also be 
guaranteed that the system error will respond exactly similar to the previous 
y = -0.0426x3 + 0.3889x2 - 1.2445x + 2.3712
R2 = 1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
0 1 2 3 4 5
Series2
Poly. (Series2)
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iteration step, given that the PID gains remain the same. The error response 
curve will follow closely with the expected curve fit estimation. Once a 
successful curve fit is declared, it is possible to know where the error 
response is going to reach steady state by examining the estimated error 
response curve and extrapolating past the current iteration step. If the error is 
allowed to be other than zero at steady state, for instance if there is an error 
tolerance, the iteration step where the estimated error response curve crosses 
this value corresponds to the number of iterations that must be done to reach 
the desired error using only the PID gain implementation and actual error 
iteratively. However, since the number of necessary iterations is now known, 
and the projected error for all of those iterations is also known 
instantaneously, it is unnecessary to produce this intermittent error data. 
Instead, the PID gain implementation can be repeated the required number of 
times without actually producing the intermittent output error. This process 
effectively drives the error to zero instantaneously when the complete system 
can be defined. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate this attribute using a plant which 
is dependent on two inputs as described by Eqn. 15 and referred to as Plant 1. 
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Figure 12 – Data points used for successful correct curve fit. Data points taken 
from response in  
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Figure 13 – Plant 1 response upon controller algorithm implementation 
 
Once the PID gains have stabilized, it is observed that the data is deemed 
acceptable to capture and extrapolate. Immediately following this event, an 
acceptable parameter is generated which yields an output within the desired 
region. This time of PID gain stabilization is necessary for initial gain values 
that will not yield a solution for the control problem. If PID gains are initially 
selected which do solve the control problem, this stabilization time is not 
necessary, and the data will immediately be acceptable for extrapolation. This 
is an example of PID gains which are slightly lower than the optimal values. 
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The other extreme will return a stabilization time which results in larger 
initial error, as depicted in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 – Erroneous initial points to ignore when applying curve fit 
 
Until now, it has been assumed that the system is defined when a curve 
can be fitted. However, it is unlikely that the system is exactly defined using 
few data points. It is most probable that the system is inexactly defined, and 
the true error will not match the predicted error 100%. Nonetheless, using this 
error propagation through simulated PID gain application will bring the error 
significantly closer to zero in a significantly lessened time period. If the 
method produces results that are yet unfavorable, the PID gains will continue 
to affect the error response and drive it to zero. 
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The purpose of the PID gain implementation is to drive the error closer to 
zero while varying the input to the plant in order to generate a description of 
the plant that can be used to predict outcomes from any given input. This 
data generation could be random if the only concern was plant definition. 
However, it is important to reach minimum error as quickly as possible. It is 
possible that the PID gain application finds a minimum output error in a 
single iteration step. It is also possible that the error prediction algorithm 
initially implements and processes an outlier data point, which would 
maintain an unacceptable level of error even after the predicted error has 
been accounted for. 
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Chapter 4.  Simulation 
4.1 Gain Stabilization 
 
If plant models are inserted into the algorithm’s feedback input, it can be 
tested for controllability and response accuracy for all desired variables. Of 
course, outside of test simulation, the plant models are not actually known. 
The following data is output from the control algorithm being implemented 
using approximated plant models. The initial PID gains as well as initial 
parameter settings are on the bounds of their extremities, and thusly grossly 
incorrect for their average output application. This guarantees the robustness 
of the control algorithm. Figure 15 illustrates a parameter variation from 
initial value to final value which yields correct plant output over iteration 
steps. Figures 16 and 17 denote the proportional and derivative force PID 
gains, respectively. 
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Figure 15 – Parameter variation response upon controller algorithm 
implementation 
 
 
Figure 16 – Kp variation during run-time of control algorithm parameter 
alteration in figure 15 
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Figure 17 - Kd variation during run-time of control algorithm for parameter 
variation in figure 15 
 
It can be observed in Figures 16 and 17 that the PID gains have stabilized. If a 
curve fit is beneficial, it will be assessed after four iterations of this stable gain 
response. Figure 18 represents the parameter variation which affects Plant 2, 
as described by Eqn. 16.  
35; - I100I0.025- Output 2 nputnput ⋅+⋅=    (16) 
 
This slow PID gain stabilization is the result of a very small initial 
proportional gain value. As illustrated in Figure 19, after increasing this 
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value, stabilization and excellent output response resulted. In this case, the 
curve fit was not applicable since the response reached an acceptable value 
within four iterations of PID gain stabilization. 
 
Figure 18 – Parameter response due to PID gain correction 
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Figure 19 - Kp variation and settling point for parameter variation in figure 18 
Figure 20 represents the complete system output when implementing the 
control algorithm to Plant 2. The target is 2250, with 5% tolerance. 
 
Figure 20 – System 2 reponse approaching desired value 
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4.2 Direct Correlation Plant 
 
Often in an instantaneous system, the output is directly related to only 
one input parameter, thereby mimicking, with any degree of variation, its 
magnitude. In Figures 21 and 22, this is the case. These figures illustrate the 
parameter variation for a control of Plant 3, as described by Eqn. 17.  
Input0.1 Output ⋅+=C     (17) 
 
Unfortunately, this is no more or less difficult for the algorithm to 
manipulate.  
 
In this equation, C is simply an arbitrary constant. 
 
Figure 21 – Plant 3 controlled parameter variation 
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Figure 22 – Plant 3 output response matches closely with parameter variation 
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5. Conclusion and Further Research 
5.1 Conclusion 
 
It is observed that the control algorithm presented in this thesis 
successfully controls instantaneous systems and develops useful PID gains 
for implementation of static PID controller if desired. The number of iteration 
steps required to arrive at the desired output may be large depending on the 
settling time of the PID gain values. This is determined by the proximity of 
their initial values relative to their final acceptable values. In some cases, the 
proposed algorithm is not as useful as a simple empirical data collection with 
curve fit implementation, because the number of iteration steps required 
would easily be enough for the curve fit. This usually occurs when the 
relationship between the input and output is somewhat known. If a third 
degree polynomial relationship can be guaranteed, but the constant terms in 
the equation are unknown, it is more advantageous to run a simple empirical 
data collections and curve fits. However, if not much information is known 
about the plant and the transfer function of the plant, then utilization of the 
presented algorithm will produce desirable results for any instantaneous 
linear system. 
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5.2 Further Research and Application 
 
Yet to be implemented is a check for previously used data points. This 
feature would be used in conjunction with a large database, which would 
ideally be checked for the data points and parameter specifications being 
requested by the algorithm before activation instructions are carried out, 
in case the creation of the data point is useless because of a previously run 
test. Also, the data used acquired during test runs can be used to 
backwards calculate the true nth order plant polynomial equation, which 
for a given process, should remain constant. Therefore, an explicit plant 
calculator is proposed, wherein the polynomial constants are stored for 
that particular station and can be re-acquired whenever a new parameter 
calculation is needed. This would make re-testing and PID controller 
implementation obsolete after all plants equations are known. 
In order for the control algorithm to effectively utilize the PID gain 
implementation, it is necessary to know the correlations between the 
parameters being altered by the PID gains and the affect they have on the 
modified system output. This can be done as a DOE prior to the 
implementation of the plant control algorithm presented in this thesis. The 
relationships between parameter change and variation in output are 
automatically calculated in a separate algorithm. Using this data for basic 
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variable correlation as proposed will guarantee the successful use of the 
PID gain algorithm. 
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5.3 Alternative Application 
 
If time is abundant and unimportant relative to the completion of error 
minimization, this data acquisition technique can be used to generate 
exact linear relationships between variables and their specific output 
sensitivity. This is best used when there is automated feedback to the 
algorithm. If user input is necessary, the process becomes increasingly 
time consuming. The data acquired is curve fitted using the same MatLab 
curve fitting toolbox as previously described, except these data should be 
fitted to an nth order polynomial, instead of the previous exponential. A 
polynomial order of four is appropriate for this thesis example because it 
allows for lesser order fits, however if the fit is of a greater number than 
four, it is more subject to false successful fits with low amounts of data 
points. For instance, it is possible for a set of ten Gaussian white noise data 
points to be declared as successfully fit with a polynomial of order eight. 
This is far less probable than with a fit to a polynomial of lesser order. 
Also, if this method is being implemented, it is assumed that the 
relationship between the input and output is linear and of relatively low 
complexity. If this is not the case, the PID gain adjustment algorithm is 
advised. 
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For any plant where a PID controller will yield a desired system 
response, the algorithm proposed in this thesis will produce desirable 
results for generating a complete control gain system. This is not limited 
to only instantaneous fourth order linear systems. Instead, it can be 
applied to discrete differential systems in which control is desired. 
Likewise, continuous systems can be controlled in discrete time using the 
algorithm. Also, since it never assumes it has full understanding of the 
plant, a time varying system can also be successfully controlled. 
While the proposed algorithm is particularly outfitted to perform for 
autonomous machining parameter optimization, variables can easily be 
altered to accommodate for other purposes. Therefore, if the design of the 
algorithm is analyzed and replicated instead of the exact code, it can be 
used for any other quality control application. Since iteration step is not 
time dependent, it is possible to declare one full product manufacturing 
cycle equivalent to one iteration step. Therefore, this algorithm is 
applicable to any system whose output can be evaluated and is 
controllable using PID input gains. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 
 
Codes are developed using MatLab® 
Parameter Specification Association 
 
%John Gunn 
  
%Parameter Matrix: 
PMat(:,1)=F2pr_Parameter_Array; 
PMat(:,2)=Cpr_Parameter_Array; 
PMat(:,3)=Upr_Parameter_Array; 
  
ParamDefMat=['F2pr';'Cpr';'Upr']; 
  
SpecMat(:,1)=XYstd_Array; 
SpecMat(:,2)=Crcl_Array; 
SpecMat(:,3)=XYav_Array; 
SpecMat(:,4)=RR_Array; 
  
SpecDefMat=['XYstd';'Crcl';'XYav';'RR']; 
  
%Check each parameter against every spec to find correlation of R^2 
value 
%greater than 0.9 
  
ft_ = fittype('poly4'); 
k=0; 
  
for i=1:size(PMat,1) 
    for j=1:size(SpecMat,1) 
        [fitvars fitqual]=fit(PMat(i,1),SpecMat(j,1),ft_); 
        if fitqual.rsquare>0.7 
            k=k+1; 
            
HoldMat(:,k)=[i,j,fitvars.p1,fitvars.p2,fitvars.p3,fitvars.p4,fitvars.p
5,fitqual.rsquare]; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
%Spec => Y, Param => X 
%Therefore: Spec=ax^4+bx^3+cx^2+dx+e where Param=x 
for m=1:size(HoldMat,1) 
    disp(ParamDefMat(HoldMat(m,1))) 
    disp('Relates to') 
    disp(SpecDefMat(HoldMat(m,2))) 
    disp('By a fourth order polynomial with coefficients of') 
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    disp([HoldMat(m,3),HoldMat(m,4),HoldMat(m,5),HoldMat(m,6)]) 
    disp('') 
end 
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Appendix B 
 
 
 
 
Gaussian Smoother 
 
function Gaussian_Smoother(rmat,L) 
  
rmat2=zeros(1,L); 
sigma=5; 
for k=1:L-1 
    summer=0; 
    for j=-sigma:1:sigma 
        if abs(j)<=sigma 
            omega=1/sqrt(2*pi*sigma)*exp(-j^2/(2*sigma^2)); 
        else 
            omega=0; 
        end 
        n=floor((k-j)/L); 
        IL=(k-j)-n*L; 
        rmat2(IL+1)=rmat(IL+1)/(a*b); 
        pk=rmat2(IL+1); 
        summer=summer+pk*omega; 
    end 
    pmat(k)=summer; 
end 
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
pmat(L)=0; 
  
% pmat=pmat*1.3333*10^5; 
  
figure(6) 
plot(1:L-1,pmat(1:length(pmat)-1)) 
title('histogram gaussian smoothed') 
  
end 
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Appendix C 
 
 
 
 
PID Controller Algorithm with Simulated Plants 
 
%John Gunn 
  
function main 
clear all 
close all 
specv = 2250; 
specvmax = specv*(1+0.05); 
specvmin = specv*(1-0.05); 
specxy = 15; 
specxymin = specxy*(1-0.05); 
specxymax = specxy*(1+0.05); 
RRmax=18; 
RRmin=16; 
BW = 0; 
Fpr = 40; 
FprMIN = 10; 
FprMAX = 40; 
Upr = 10; 
UprMIN = 10; 
UprMAX = 90; 
Cpr = .9; 
CprMIN = 0.1; 
CprMAX = 1; 
F2pr = 100; 
F2prMIN = 10; 
F2prMAX = 100; 
BVp = 0; 
BVd = 0; 
BVplast = 0; 
Pgain = .00001; 
Dgain = .0001; 
UprPgain = .01; 
UprDgain = 0.1; 
F2prPgain = .01; 
F2prDgain = 0.1; 
CprPgain = .01; 
CprDgain = 0.1; 
i=0; 
j=0; 
k=0; 
m=0; 
RRhold=0; 
RRcount=0; 
XYhold=0; 
XYcount=0; 
crclcount=0; 
crclhold=0; 
xystdcount=0; 
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xystdhold=0; 
Fprcount=0; 
Fprhold=0; 
grab=0; 
global curveindex 
curveindex=0; 
xyavgholder=0; 
xystdholder=0; 
CprPholder=0; 
F2prPholder=0; 
crclholder=0; 
UprPholder=0; 
UprDholder=0; 
CprDholder=0; 
F2prDholder=0; 
  
disp('Run Plant using parameter 1:') 
disp(Fpr) 
[xvarval yvarval hvarval] = xvarvalyz; 
  
while BW < specvmin || BW > specvmax  
    i=i+1; 
    BV(i) = checkvol(xvarval,yvarval,hvarval,Fpr); 
    BVplast2 = BVplast; 
    BVplast = BVp; 
    BVp = specv - BV(i); 
    BVd = BVp - BVplast; 
    BVd2 = BVplast - BVplast2; 
    Fpr(i+1) = Fpr(i) + Pgain*BVp + Dgain*BVd; 
    if i>1 
        [Pgain, Dgain, grab]=gainadj(Pgain, Dgain, BVp, BVd, BVd2); 
    end 
    if grab==1 
        Fprcount=Fprcount+1; 
        Fprhold(Fprcount)=BV(i); 
    else 
        Fprcount=0; 
        clear Fprhold 
        Fprhold=0; 
    end 
    if Fprcount > 3 
        if abs(specv - BV(i)) > 0.05*specv  
            xarray=1:Fprcount; 
            [a,b,c,d,R2]=curver(xarray',Fprhold','Plant Parameter 1 
Curve Fit'); 
            if R2>0.75 
                FprY=Fprhold; 
                FprX=Fprcount; 
                while abs(FprY(end)-specv) > 0.05*specv 
                    FprX=FprX+1; 
                    FprY(FprX)=a*exp(b*FprX)+c*exp(d*FprX); 
                end 
                FprIT=FprX-Fprcount; 
                for n=1:FprIT 
                    i=i+1; 
                    BVp = specv-FprY(n+Fprcount-1); 
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                    BVd = FprY(n+FprIT) - FprY(n+FprIT-1); 
                    Fpr(i+1) = Fpr(i) + Pgain*BVp + Dgain*BVd; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    disp('Run Plant using parameter 1:') 
    if Fpr(end)<FprMIN 
        Fpr(end)=FprMIN; 
        Pgain=Pgain*0.25; 
        if Dgain > 2*Pgain 
            Dgain=2*Pgain; 
        end 
    elseif Fpr(end)>FprMAX 
        Fpr(end)=FprMAX; 
        Pgain=Pgain*0.25; 
        if Dgain > 2*Pgain 
            Dgain=2*Pgain; 
        end 
    end 
    disp(Fpr(end)) 
    Pgainhold(i)=Pgain; 
    Dgainhold(i)=Dgain; 
    [xvarval yvarval hvarval] = xvarvalyz; 
    BW = checkvol(xvarval,yvarval,hvarval,Fpr); 
end 
figure(1) 
plot(1:length(Fpr),Fpr) 
title('Plant Parameter 1 Variation') 
figure(2) 
plot(1:length(Pgainhold),Pgainhold) 
title('Proportional Gain Adjustment - Plant 1') 
figure(3) 
plot(1:length(Dgainhold),Dgainhold) 
title('Derivative Gain Adjustment - Plant 1') 
figure(18) 
plot(1:length(BV),BV,1:length(BV),specv*ones(1,length(BV)),'--') 
title('System 1 Output') 
  
  
crcl = checkcrcl(Cpr); 
crclpast = crcl; 
crclpast2 = crclpast; 
xystd = checkstd(Cpr); 
xystdpast = xystd; 
xystdpast2 = xystdpast; 
xyavg = checkxyavg(xvarval,yvarval,BW,F2pr,Cpr); 
xyavgpast = xyavg; 
xyavgpast2 = xyavgpast; 
  
checkflag=0; 
while checkflag==0 
  
    while xyavg < specxymin || xyavg > specxymax 
         
        if xystd/2 > crcl && xystd > 1 
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            j=j+1; 
            UprP = 1-xystd; 
            UprD = xystd - xystdpast; 
            UprD2 = xystdpast - xystdpast2; 
            Upr(j+1) = Upr(j) + UprPgain*UprP + UprDgain*UprD; 
  
            if j>2 
                [UprPgain, UprDgain, grab]=gainadj(UprPgain, UprDgain, 
UprP, UprD, UprD2); 
                if Upr(j)==UprMIN && Upr(j-2)==UprMIN 
                    disp('Upr no solution') 
                break 
            end 
            end 
            if grab==1 
                xystdcount=xystdcount+1; 
                xystdhold(xystdcount)=xystd; 
            else 
                xystdcount=0; 
                clear xystdhold 
                xystdhold=0; 
            end 
             
        elseif xystd/2 < crcl && crcl > 0.7 
            k=k+1; 
            CprP = 0.7-crcl; 
            CprD = crcl - crclpast; 
            CprD2 = crclpast - crclpast2; 
            Cpr(k+1) = Cpr(k) + CprPgain*CprP + CprDgain*CprD; 
  
            if k>2 
                [CprPgain, CprDgain, grab]=gainadj(CprPgain, CprDgain, 
CprP, CprD, CprD2); 
                if Cpr(k)==CprMIN && Cpr(k-2)==CprMIN 
                    disp('Cpr no solution') 
                break 
            end 
            end 
            if grab==1 
                crclcount=crclcount+1; 
                crclhold(crclcount)=crcl; 
            else 
                crclcount=0; 
                clear crclhold  
                crclhold=0; 
            end 
        else 
            m=m+1; 
            F2prP = -(xyavg - specxy); 
            F2prD = xyavg - xyavgpast; 
            F2prD2 = xyavgpast - xyavgpast2; 
            F2pr(m+1) = F2pr(m) + F2prPgain*F2prP + F2prDgain*F2prD; 
             
            if m>2 
                [F2prPgain, F2prDgain, grab]=gainadj(F2prPgain, 
F2prDgain, F2prP, F2prD, F2prD2); 
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                if F2pr(m)==F2prMIN && F2pr(m-2)==F2prMIN 
                    disp('F2pr no solution') 
                break 
            end 
            end 
            if grab==1 
                XYcount=XYcount+1; 
                XYhold(XYcount)=xyavg; 
            else 
                XYcount=0; 
                clear XYhold 
                XYhold=0; 
            end 
        end 
        if xystdcount > 3 
            if xystd > 1  
                xarray=1:xystdcount; 
                [a,b,c,d,R2]=curver(xarray',xystdhold','XYstd Curve 
Fit'); 
                if R2>0.75 
                    xystdY=xystdhold; 
                    xystdX=xystdcount; 
                    while abs(xystdY(end)) > 0.25 
                        xystdX=xystdX+1; 
                        xystdY(xystdX)=a*exp(b*xystdX)+c*exp(d*xystdX); 
                    end 
                    xystdIT=xystdX-xystdcount; 
                    for n=1:xystdIT 
                        j=j+1; 
                        UprP = 1-xystdY(n+xystdcount-1); 
                        UprD = xystdY(n+xystdIT) - xystdY(n+xystdIT-1); 
                        Upr(j+1) = Upr(j) + UprPgain*UprP + 
UprDgain*UprD; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        if crclcount > 3 
            if crcl > 0.8  
                xarray=1:crclcount; 
                [a,b,c,d,R2]=curver(xarray',crclhold','crclularity 
Curve Fit'); 
                if R2>0.75 
                    crclY=crclhold; 
                    crclX=crclcount; 
                    while crclY(end) > 0.8 
                        crclX=crclX+1; 
                        crclY(crclX)=a*exp(b*crclX)+c*exp(d*crclX); 
                    end 
                    crclIT=crclX-crclcount; 
                    for n=1:crclIT 
                        k=k+1; 
                        CprP = 0.7-crclY(n+crclcount-1); 
                        CprD = crclY(n+crclIT) - crclY(n+crclIT-1); 
                        Cpr(k+1) = Cpr(k) + CprPgain*CprP + 
CprDgain*CprD; 
                    end 
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                end 
            end 
        end 
        if XYcount > 3 
            if abs(xyavg-specxy) > 0.05*specxy  
                xarray=1:XYcount; 
                [a,b,c,d,R2]=curver(xarray',XYhold','XYavg Curve Fit'); 
                if R2>0.75 
                    xyY=XYhold; 
                    xyX=XYcount; 
                    while abs(xyY(end)-specxy) > 0.05*specxy 
                        xyX=xyX+1; 
                        xyY(xyX)=a*exp(b*xyX)+c*exp(d*xyX); 
                    end 
                    xyIT=xyX-XYcount; 
                    for n=1:xyIT 
                        m=m+1; 
                        F2prP = -(xyY(n+XYcount-1)-specxy); 
                        F2prD = xyY(n+xyIT) - xyY(n+xyIT-1); 
                        F2pr(m+1) = F2pr(m) + F2prPgain*F2prP + 
F2prDgain*F2prD; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        if Upr(end)<UprMIN 
            Upr(end)=UprMIN; 
            UprPgain = UprPgain*0.25; 
            if UprDgain > 2*UprPgain 
                UprDgain = 2*UprPgain; 
            end 
        elseif Upr(end)>UprMAX 
            Upr(end)=UprMAX; 
            UprPgain = UprPgain*0.25; 
            if UprDgain > 2*UprPgain 
                UprDgain = 2*UprPgain; 
            end 
        end 
        if Cpr(end)<CprMIN 
            Cpr(end)=CprMIN; 
            CprPgain = CprPgain*0.25; 
            if CprDgain > 2*CprPgain 
                CprDgain = 2*CprPgain; 
            end 
        elseif Cpr(end)>CprMAX 
            Cpr(end)=CprMAX; 
            CprPgain = CprPgain*0.25; 
            if CprDgain > 2*CprPgain 
                CprDgain = 2*CprPgain; 
            end 
        end 
        if F2pr(end)<F2prMIN 
            F2pr(end)=F2prMIN; 
            F2prPgain = F2prPgain*0.25; 
            if F2prDgain > 2*F2prPgain 
                F2prDgain = 2*F2prPgain; 
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            end 
        elseif F2pr(end)>F2prMAX 
            F2pr(end)=F2prMAX; 
            F2prPgain = F2prPgain*0.25; 
            if F2prDgain > 2*F2prPgain 
                F2prDgain = 2*F2prPgain; 
            end 
        end 
         
        if length(Upr)>1 
            if Upr(end)~=Upr(length(Upr)-1) 
                disp('Run Plant using parameter 1:') 
                disp(Upr(end)) 
            end 
        end 
        if length(Cpr)>1 
            if Cpr(end)~=Cpr(length(Cpr)-1) 
                disp('Run Plant using parameter 2:') 
                disp(Cpr(end)) 
            end 
        end 
        if length(F2pr)>1 
            if F2pr(end)~=F2pr(length(F2pr)-1) 
                disp('Run Plant using parameter 3:') 
                disp(F2pr(end)) 
            end 
        end 
         
        crclpast2 = crclpast; 
        crclpast = crcl; 
        crcl = checkcrcl(Cpr); 
        xystdpast2 = xystdpast; 
        xystdpast = xystd; 
        xystd = checkstd(Cpr); 
        xyavgpast2 = xyavgpast; 
        xyavgpast = xyavg; 
        xyavg = checkxyavg(xvarval,yvarval,BW,F2pr,Cpr); 
         
        if j+1>length(crclholder) 
            UprPholder(end+1) = UprPgain; 
            UprDholder(end+1) = UprDgain; 
        end 
        if k+1>length(CprPholder) 
            crclholder(end+1) = crcl; 
            CprPholder(end+1) = CprPgain; 
            CprDholder(end+1) = CprDgain; 
        end 
        if m+1>length(F2prPholder) 
            F2prPholder(end+1) = F2prPgain; 
            F2prDholder(end+1) = F2prDgain; 
        end 
        if m+k+1>length(xyavgholder) 
            xyavgholder(end+1) = xyavg; 
        end 
        if k+1>length(xystdholder) 
            xystdholder(end+1) = xystd; 
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        end 
            
    end 
    crclholder=crclholder(2:end); 
    UprPholder=UprPholder(2:end); 
    UprDholder=UprDholder(2:end); 
    CprPholder=CprPholder(2:end); 
    CprDholder=CprDholder(2:end); 
    F2prPholder=F2prPholder(2:end); 
    F2prDholder=F2prDholder(2:end); 
    xyavgholder=xyavgholder(2:end); 
    xystdholder=xystdholder(2:end); 
     
    figure(4) 
    plot(1:length(Upr),Upr) 
    title('Upr Parameter Variation - crcl') 
    figure(5) 
    plot(1:length(UprPholder),UprPholder) 
    title('Upr Proportional Gain Variation') 
    figure(6) 
    plot(1:length(UprDholder),UprDholder) 
    title('Upr Derivative Gain Variation') 
    figure(7) 
    plot(1:length(Cpr),Cpr) 
    title('Cpr Parameter Variation') 
    figure(8) 
    plot(1:length(CprPholder),CprPholder) 
    title('Cpr Proportional Gain Variation') 
    figure(9) 
    plot(1:length(CprDholder),CprDholder) 
    title('Cpr Derivative Gain Variation') 
    figure(10) 
    plot(1:length(F2pr),F2pr) 
    title('F2pr Parameter Variation') 
    figure(11) 
    plot(1:length(F2prPholder),F2prPholder) 
    title('Frp2 Proportional Gain Variation') 
    figure(12) 
    plot(1:length(F2prDholder),F2prDholder) 
    title('F2pr Derivative Gain Variation') 
    figure(13) 
    
plot(1:length(crclholder),crclholder,1:length(crclholder),0.7*ones(1,le
ngth(crclholder)),'--') 
    title('Crcl Variation') 
    figure(14) 
    
plot(1:length(xystdholder),xystdholder,1:length(xystdholder),0.5*ones(1
,length(xystdholder)),'--') 
    title('xtstd Variation') 
    figure(15) 
    
plot(1:length(xyavgholder),xyavgholder,1:length(xyavgholder),specxy*one
s(1,length(xyavgholder)),'--') 
    title('xyav Variation') 
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    if xyavg > specxymin && xyavg < specxymax 
        checkflag=1; 
    end 
end 
RR=checkRR(F2pr,Upr); 
RRpast=RR; 
RRpast2 = RRpast; 
RRstartj = j+1; 
RRholder = RR; 
while RR < RRmin || RR > RRmax 
         
        j=j+1; 
        UprP = (RRmax+RRmin)/2-RR; 
        UprD = RR - RRpast; 
        UprD2 = RRpast - RRpast2; 
        Upr(j+1) = Upr(j) + UprPgain*UprP + UprDgain*UprD; 
        if j>2 
            [UprPgain, UprDgain, grab]=gainadj(UprPgain, UprDgain, 
UprP, UprD, UprD2); 
            if Upr(j)==UprMIN && Upr(j-2)==UprMIN 
                disp('USG_RR no solution') 
                break 
            end 
        end 
        if grab==1 
            RRcount=RRcount+1; 
            RRhold(RRcount)=RR; 
        else 
            RRcount=0; 
            clear RRhold 
            RRhold=0; 
        end 
         
        if RRcount > 3 
            if abs((RRmax+RRmin)/2-RR) < 0.1*(RRmax+RRmin)/2  
                xarray=1:RRcount; 
                [a,b,c,d,R2]=curver(xarray',RRhold','RR Curve Fit'); 
                if R2>0.75 
                    RRY=RRhold; 
                    RRX=RRcount; 
                    while abs((RRmax+RRmin)/2-RRY) < 
0.1*(RRmax+RRmin)/2 
                        RRX=RRX+1; 
                        RRY(RRX)=a*exp(b*RRX)+c*exp(d*RRX); 
                    end 
                    RRIT=RRX-RRcount; 
                    for n=1:RRIT 
                        j=j+1; 
                        UprP = -(RRY(n+RRcount-1)-(RRmax+RRmin)/2); 
                        UprD = RRY(n+RRIT) - RRY(n+RRIT-1); 
                        Upr(j+1) = Upr(j) + UprPgain*UprP + 
UprDgain*UprD; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
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        if Upr(end)<UprMIN 
            Upr(end)=UprMIN; 
            UprPgain = UprPgain*0.25; 
            if UprDgain > 2*UprPgain 
                UprDgain = 2*UprPgain; 
            end 
        elseif Upr(end)>UprMAX 
            Upr(end)=UprMAX; 
            UprPgain = UprPgain*0.25; 
            if UprDgain > 2*UprPgain 
                UprDgain = 2*UprPgain; 
            end 
        end 
        RRpast2 = RRpast; 
        RRpast=RR; 
        RR=checkRR(F2pr,Upr); 
        RRholder(j) = RR; 
end 
figure(16) 
plot(1:length(RRholder),RRholder,1:length(RRholder),(RRmin+RRmax)/2*one
s(1,length(RRholder)),'--') 
title('RR Variation') 
figure(17) 
plot(RRstartj:length(Upr),Upr(RRstartj:length(Upr))) 
title('Upr Parameter Variation - RR') 
  
  
  
  
disp('Optimal Parameters are as follows:') 
disp('1:') 
disp(Fpr(end)) 
disp('2:') 
disp(Upr(end)) 
disp('3:') 
disp(F2pr(end)) 
disp('4:') 
disp(Cpr(end)) 
pause 
disp('done') 
end 
  
function BaW = checkvol(xvarval,yvarval,hvarval,Fpr) 
    BaW = -0.025*Fpr(end)^2+100*Fpr(end) - 35; 
end 
function xvarvaly = checkxyavg(xvarval,yvarval,BaW,F2pr,Cpr) 
    h = 20-Cpr(end)*8-F2pr(end)/10;  
    xvarvaly = sqrt(4*BaW(end)/pi/h); 
end 
function value = checkcrcl(Cpr) 
    value = 0.5*exp(1.5*Cpr(end)); 
end 
function value = checkstd(Cpr) 
    value = 0.25*exp(1.25*Cpr(end)); 
end 
function value = checkRR(F2pr,Upr) 
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   value = 7+0.05*F2pr(end)+0.1*Upr(end); 
end 
function [x,y,z] = xvarvalyz 
    x = 15; 
    y = 15; 
    z = 10; 
end 
function [Kp Kd grabpoint]=gainadj(kp, kd, error, errordiff, 
errordiff2) 
    preverror=(error - errordiff); 
    grabpoint=0; 
     
    if preverror>0 
        if -errordiff > preverror 
            if abs(error/preverror)<1 
                Kp=kp*(1-abs(error/preverror)); 
                Kd=kd*(1+abs(error/preverror)); 
            else 
                Kp=kp*1/abs(error/preverror)*0.5; 
                Kd=kd*1.5; 
            end 
        elseif abs(errordiff) < 0.1*abs(preverror) 
            Kp=kp*(1+2*abs(error/(1*preverror))); 
            Kd=kd*(1-2*abs(error/(1*preverror))); 
        elseif sign(errordiff)*sign(errordiff2) ~= -1 
            Kp=kp; 
            Kd=kd; 
            grabpoint=1; 
        else 
            Kp=kp; 
            Kd=kd; 
        end 
    else 
        if -errordiff < preverror 
            if abs(error/preverror)<1 
                Kp=kp*(1-abs(error/preverror)); 
                Kd=kd*(1+abs(error/preverror)); 
            else 
                Kp=kp*1/abs(error/preverror)*0.5; 
                Kd=kd*1.5; 
            end 
        elseif abs(errordiff) < 0.1*abs(preverror) 
            Kp=kp*(1+2*abs(error/(1*preverror))); 
            Kd=kd*(1-2*abs(error/(1*preverror))); 
        elseif sign(errordiff)*sign(errordiff2) ~= -1 
            Kp=kp; 
            Kd=kd; 
            grabpoint=1; 
        else 
            Kp=kp; 
            Kd=kd; 
        end 
    end 
  
end 
function [a, b, c, d, R2]=curver(x,y,name) 
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    global curveindex 
    curveindex = curveindex+1; 
    g=fittype('exp2'); 
    [eqnvars, fitqual]=fit(x,y,g); 
    a=eqnvars.a; 
    b=eqnvars.b; 
    c=eqnvars.c; 
    d=eqnvars.d; 
    R2=fitqual.rsquare; 
     
     
    x2=min(x)-.1:.1:max(x)+.1; 
    y2=a*exp(b*x2)+c*exp(d*x2); 
    figure(19+curveindex) 
    plot(x,y,'rs') 
    title(name) 
    string1=[num2str(b),'x)+']; 
    string2=[num2str(d),'x)']; 
    fiteqnstr = ['Fit Equation: 
',num2str(a),'exp(',string1,num2str(c),'exp(',string2]; 
    legend(fiteqnstr) 
    text(max(x)/2,max(y)/2,['R Squared Fit Value of: ',num2str(R2)]) 
    hold on 
    plot(x2,y2) 
     
end 
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Appendix D 
 
 
 
 
List of Terms 
1. RPM – Revolutions per minute 
2. PID – Proportional Derivative Integral: Refers to controller algorithms 
3. Fft – Fast Fourier Transform 
4. σ -  Standard deviation of signal 
5. k – Weighing constant, can be chosen randomly, typically is 1 
6. P – Mask size: typically = σ/2 
7. ζ - Weighing constant, can be chosen randomly, typically is 1 
8. a – Generic Constant multiplied by input to yield output which is not 
1:1 
9. b – Generic Constant added to input to yield output which is not 1:1 
10. DOE – Design of experiment: Empirically designed test used for 
acquisition of data 
11. Ep – Proportional Error = u(input) – y(output) 
12. Ed – Derivative of error = Epk+1-Epk 
13. ε – Output of controller, and input to plant 
14. C – Any generic constant, can be randomly chosen 
